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1. Name of Property

Historic name  Harrison School

Other name(s)/site number Templo House Creative; Genisco II; Compact 1888

Name of related Multiple Property Listing  N/A
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Street & number 235 East Howard Street
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_ _ national _ _ statewide _x_ local
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Missouri Department of Natural Resources
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Moniteau County, Missouri

5. Classification

Ownership of Property (Check as many boxes as apply.)
- X Private
- public - Local
- public – State
- public - Federal

Category of Property (Check only one box.)
- building(s)

Number of Resources within Property (Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contributing</th>
<th>Noncontributing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>buildings</td>
<td>buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sites</td>
<td>sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>structures</td>
<td>structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>objects</td>
<td>objects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Number of contributing resources previously listed in the National Register

N/A

6. Function or Use

Historic Functions (Enter categories from instructions.)
- EDUCATION/school

Current Functions (Enter categories from instructions.)
- WORK IN PROGRESS

7. Description

Architectural Classification (Enter categories from instructions.)
- LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS

Materials (Enter categories from instructions.)
- foundation: STONE
- walls: BRICK
- roof: ASPHALT

X NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION ON CONTINUATION PAGES
Harrison School
Moniteau County, Missouri

8. Statement of Significance

Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register listing.)

X A Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.

B Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.

C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction.

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "x" in all the boxes that apply.)

Property is:

A Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes.

B removed from its original location.

C a birthplace or grave.

D a cemetery.

E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.

F a commemorative property.

G less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years.

Areas of Significance

EDUCATION

ETHNIC HERITAGE/BLACK

Period of Significance

1890 – 1957

Significant Dates

1890 and 1936

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

N/A

Cultural Affiliation

N/A

Architect/Builder

Schrage, W.F.
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10. Geographical Data
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Latitude/Longitude Coordinates
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Constructed between 1888 and 1890, Harrison School is located at 235 East Howard Street in Tipton, Moniteau County, Missouri. The school was designed by W.F. Schrage, who also designed the non-extant Tipton High School (originally for white students only) that was constructed at the same time as the nominated property. Harrison School is a one-story, common-bond red brick building with a raised stone basement. It measures approximately 54 feet by 31 feet and features a hipped roof that once supported a bell tower that was removed in the 1940s during the 1890-1957 period of significance. The primary elevation also features a raised portico and enclosed basement entry.

The south-facing property stands on its original 2.5 acre lot in northeast Tipton, historically the center of the black community of the city. There are no outbuildings. The school was repurposed several times after its closure in 1957. The building was renovated in 1979, which included subdividing the historic two-room classroom on the main level. While this is a substantial alteration, the basement, which was also used historically for educational purposes, retains much of its two-room layout from the period of significance. For this reason, it is considered a significant space as related to the Criterion A area of significance of Education. Further, the property is also eligible under Criterion A: Ethnic Heritage: Black, and is able to communicate its significance as one of the few surviving African American resources in Tipton. Other non-historic alterations include the replacement of the door and windows. Window replacements are sympathetic in appearance to what was present during the period of significance. While the fenestration pattern is retained some window infill has occurred on the back of the property, which is not visible from the public right-of-way. Despite alterations, the property retains integrity and is able to convey its historic use as a school.

**SETTING**

Harrison School is located in the northeast part of Tipton in a residential neighborhood, in what was historically the African American area of the community (Figures 1-3). It is on the north side of East Howard Street, which does not feature curbs, sidewalks, or parking lots. The building straddles two land lots (the West 50' of Lot 257 and east 10' of Lot 258, Township 25 – R17)\(^1\). Harrison School's property, a 2.5-acre lot,\(^2\) has undeveloped land to the immediate north and west. Approximately eight feet away from the building's east side is a modern private residence. Although it is clearly not the same property, it appears there was a residence on the west side of the school historically (Figure 11). The next closest building, another private home, is located about 60 yards to Harrison School's west. The spacious grassy lot is sloped from south to north and

---

\(^1\) Moniteau County, Missouri Recorder of Deeds Office.

\(^2\) Ibid.
has a large tree by its west elevation. There is a concrete sidewalk that leads from the entrance stairs west and then turns south to terminate at a ditch prior to the street (Figure 17). Although the date of sidewalk is not known, it does not appear to date from the period of significance. A utility pole is level with the end of the sidewalk a couple meters to its east. Historically, a pump stand, spout, and handle for a well, which provided water, was on the north lot of the property, and two outdoor toilets (one for girls and another for boys), have no remaining trace on the same backlot.³

EXTERIOR

Harrison School is a one-story brick building with a hipped asphalt shingle roof with metal gutters and downspouts (Photo 2). It measures approximately 54 feet by 31 feet. Designed by Schrage, W.F Schrage, it was constructed between 1888 and 1890. The building's foundation was construction by formerly enslaved Tipton residents, who dug the foundation, cut and quarried the stones, transported them to the building site, and laid the stones.⁴ Originally, the roof supported a bell tower but due to structural issues, was removed in the 1940s, which is during the 1890-1957 period of significance (Figure 11).⁵ The first story is of red brick laid in a common-bond, which is separated from the raised rough-cut stone basement by a course of ashlar stone. The building’s hipped roof has metal gutters and downspouts.

Primary (South) Elevation

The school is three bays wide with a central entrance that projects slightly from the rest of the façade (Photo 3). It is sheltered by a portico with a shed roof and square post that rests upon a raised concrete stoop. Although it has been re-shingled the portico’s shed roof and wooden posts appear historic (compare Photo 2 to Figures 11-12). The stoop is accessed on the west side by concrete stairs with a wrought iron railings. The stoop, stairs, and railings date from the 1979 renovation.⁶ Historically, the stairs were wooden and descended directly in front of the entrance south (Figure 12). The entry consists of a modern glass door with sidelight but the historic two-light transom is retained. Historic photographs depict that the school once had double wooden paneled doors (Figures 14-15).

On either side of the entrance are three 8/8 modern windows. The windows were replaced as part of the 1979 renovations but they sit in the original arched openings with stone sills (Photo 2). Their multi-light appearance is sympathetic to the original 6/6 windows (Figure 12). Unusual for a school of this size and period, the windows feature decorative brick hoods (Figure 18). There are three modern 1/1 basement windows on each side of the entrance that feature non-historic window wells. The lower light of the windows is opaque. The western-most basement window has some damage and it appears it was boarded at some point but has since failed. Like those on the primary floor, the basement windows are set within the historic arched openings, although it appears the brick arches were parged at some point (compare Photo 2 to Figure 12). However, the basement windows on the back of the building retain this detail (Figure 18, Photo 6).

To the east of the entrance is an enclosed wooden shelter for the basement entry that is accessed from the east. It features a short gable roof and a historic wooden door with a large single light (Photo 1). While not original, it appears it was in place by the 1930s, thus dates from the period of significance (Figure 14).

**West and East Elevations**

The east and west elevations are identical, featuring a blind stone foundation/basement level and three modern 8/8 windows on the primary level that match those on the façade (Photos 4 and 7). They are set in the historic arched openings with stone sills and brick window hoods.

**North Elevation**

The back of the property faces north and due to the slight drop in grade the raised basement appears higher on this elevation vs. the south elevation (Photos 5-7). There is no direct access to the first floor. Instead, there are two 8/8 modern windows in the center bay that are set in the original openings with stone sills and brick window hoods. Like the primary elevation, there are three openings in the first and third bay with stone sills and decorative brick window hoods, but the openings were bricked up during the 1979 renovation.7 The 1/1 basement replacement windows are similar to those on the primary elevation, save the bottom light is not opaque. Unlike the primary elevation, the brick arches have not been parged. There are three basement windows in the left
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Elevation and two in the center. The right bay of the basement has two windows flanking an entrance with a replacement door. However, the historic brick arch has been retained. The basement is accessed by a set of basement steps that have concrete retaining walls that extend slightly above ground level (Photo 5).

**INTERIOR**

The primary floor of Harrison School's interior was originally divided into two classrooms and two cloakrooms; one side accommodated first through fourth grades and the other fifth through eighth. Each of the classes had a coal-burning stove in the center of each room. In 1936, Harrison School became a two-year high school and used one of the main level rooms for the high school classes. The basement, which had previously contained two coal bins, was converted into two classrooms for the grade school in 1936.

In 1957, as a result of school integration, Harrison School was closed. Prairie Grove Baptist Church and the Central District Baptist Association purchased the property from the Moniteau County School District for $1000 in 1958. It was then purchased by Rev. David O. Shipley, Sr. and his wife, Alberta, between 1972 and 1974. The Shipley's organized TEMPO Creative House, Inc. and intended to start a regional counseling center in the building. However, in 1979, Rev. Shipley donated the building to the Central District Baptist Association of Missouri. That same year, the building, which was then known as Genesis II of the Central District, Inc., underwent renovation. The original trim, plaster, and the lathe boards were removed and replaced with new wooden studs and sheetrock in a new floorplan on the main level. It is believed that the original wooden floors remain under wall-to-wall industrial carpeting. The renovations also include new electrical wiring, new plumbing, lowered ceilings, air conditioning and

---

10 James Shipley, Missouri, 2017.
heating, and two restrooms on the main level. Alterations to the basement included drop-ceilings, lighting, air-conditioning, and carpeting.\textsuperscript{13}

The main floor is currently divided into a large meeting room, a library, a lounge, a chapel, an entrance hall, and a storage room (Figure 4).\textsuperscript{14} The floors are covered by a carpet that may have been glued over original wooden flooring. Directly in front of the entry, separated by half walls, is the lounge area that leads to the chapel behind it to the north (Photo 8). The lounge and chapel are flanked, as well as accessed, by hallways that run from south to the north. From the entrance the west hallway (Photo 9) leads to a large meeting room (Photo 10) and storage room. The east hallway leads to the interior basement stairwell located in the southeast corner of the main level. The entrance to the interior stairwell is defined by a half wall, lined with paneling (Photo 11). Moving north, the next two rooms from the east hallway are the library and finally the restrooms.

The basement’s floor plan is more or less the same as it was historically. It consists of two large rooms, one on the west side and the other on the east side of the building, separated by a lounge area in the middle (Figure 5). The majority of walls are sheet rocked and appear to have covered plaster and lathe board walls. The two large rooms' drop-ceilings have fluorescent lighting and metal air-conditioning ductwork (Photos 12 and 15). Each room has wall-to-wall industrial carpeted floors. The internal stairs lead to the east classroom (Photos 12). The south wall of this classroom appears to retain the original plaster (Photo 16). An exterior door on the south wall leads to a large former classroom on the west. The interior doorway in the southwest corner of this room (Photo 13) leads to the seating area. Directly behind the seating area to the north is a small utility room (Photo 14). South of the seating area is a hallway that leads to the stairs that exit via the covered exterior entrance on the façade. As noted, to the west is the other large classroom space. Because the basement retains much of its historic layout it is considered a significant space. As previously noted, the basement was utilized as classrooms during the period of significance.

**INTEGRITY**

A statewide architectural survey of African American schools was conducted in four phases between 1999 and 2002.\textsuperscript{15} Unfortunately, this survey does not include a specific
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\textsuperscript{13} James Shipley, Missouri, 2017.
\textsuperscript{14} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{15} All phases of the survey are available on the Missouri State Historic Preservation Office’s website for digitized architectural surveys: https://dnr.mo.gov/shpo/survey-eg.htm. Accessed in autumn, 2020. This survey was HPF funded thus received SHPO review.
discussion of common alterations. The survey report associated with Phase IV of the project, however, acknowledges that it was not uncommon that these schools were adaptively re-used.\(^{16}\) Looking through the inventory forms associated with this project, this appears to be an accurate statement, suggesting that re-use likely played a role in their survival.\(^ {17}\) Several schools were used as residences, churches, or other uses at the time the survey was conducted. While not always expressly stated, this adaptive re-use may or may not have impacted the property’s eligibility, dependent on the alterations. For example, Harrison School was considered to be individually eligible, despite the interior space being “radically transformed”.\(^ {18}\) However, Dunbar School in Centralia and Grant School in the vicinity of Williamsburg, used as a garage and residence respectively, were considered ineligible.\(^ {19}\) Both had extensive exterior alterations, thus it appears exterior alterations were more of a determining factor vs. interior in the assessment of integrity. Those considered to be eligible appear to be those visually recognizable as a school from the exterior.

Harrison School is in its original location and the setting is much the same as it was historically aside from the addition of a sidewalk and the loss of the water pump and outhouses. The brick façade, covered basement entry, and fenestration pattern is retained. The windows on the building are modern but they are set within the original openings and still retain the decorative brick hoods on the primary floor and the arched openings at the basement level. The 8/8 windows of the primary floor are similar in appearance to the original 6/6 windows. Some windows on the north elevation have been bricked-in but this side of the property is not visible from the street. The replacement entry door and concrete stoop does not detract from the overall character of the school. The most obvious alteration to the exterior is the loss of the bell tower. While this is an unfortunate loss, it occurred in the 1940s, well within the 1890-1957 period of significance and did not hinder activities for which the property is significant.

Despite the assessments made during the 1999-2002 architectural survey, it is still necessary to evaluate a property’s integrity using current evaluation methodologies. Thus the interior must still be taken into consideration when assessing integrity. The most impactful change related to the areas of significance, specifically Education, is the alteration to the first floor layout during the 1979 renovations, which resulted in the loss


\(^{18}\) Gary R. Kremer and Brett Rogers, "African American Schools Phase I Survey", 1999. Accessed 7, December, 2020. 215. As noted, in a previous footnote, this survey was HPF funded thus was reviewed by the Missouri SHPO. It is likely the SHPO concurred with the assessments of eligibility at the time.

\(^{19}\) Ibid, pages 1 and 13. It is unknown if these resources are extant.
of the original two-room classroom space. Fortunately, the two-room classroom space is more or less retained on the basement level where classes were also held. This, in addition to the retention of exterior features, adequately conveys the property’s significance.

In sum, the property is very much recognizable as the historic Harrison School that was once the only place Tipton’s African American children could receive an education. As discussed below, it is one of the very few surviving resources associated with Tipton’s black community.
Harrison School is located at 235 East Howard Street in Tipton, Moniteau County, Missouri. It is locally significant under Criterion A: Education and Ethnic Heritage: Black. In Tipton's history, Harrison School was the first and only school ever constructed with public funds for black students' educations. Following the Civil War, Tipton officials had neither complied with Missouri’s revised Constitution nor the State Board of Education’s directives to have Tipton fund education for black students. While there were some educational opportunities prior to the construction of Harrison School, there is no evidence they were publically funded. However, after considerable external pressures, Tipton finally sought the services of W.F. Schrage to design not only Tipton High School (non-extant) for white students but also Harrison School. Constructed between 1888 and 1890, Harrison School served grades one through eight and in 1936 offered a two-year high school program. The school served as the only means for African Americans to receive an education and was incredibly important cornerstone of the black community. It is only one of four non-residential black resources that survives today. In 1957, after sixty-seven consecutive years providing education to the black residents of Tipton and the surrounding area, Harrison School was closed when Tipton desegregated students. This was three years after the United States Supreme Court ruled in Brown v Topeka Board of Education that it was not constitutional to have an educational system in the United States that was separate, and not equal. The period of significance begins when the school opened in 1890 and ends with its closure in 1957. The year Harrison School started to offer a two-year high school program, 1936, is considered a significant date.

**ELABORATION**

**Tipton's Black Community**

Harrison School was a focal point of Tipton's black community. Not only was it significant for its critical educational role but it also resided in the neighborhood that was the heart of that community. Tipton's black neighborhood was defined on the north by Adair Street, on the south by Moniteau Street, the east by North Auglaize Avenue, and the west by Stockett Place (Figure 3).

Tipton's African American community was formed from the individuals held in bondage and brought into the area, with Missouri settlers in 1810 and later. Geographically, Moniteau County is adjacent to the region known as "Little Dixie." Little Dixie and
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Moniteau County were settled by individuals from Kentucky, Tennessee, and Virginia that shared not only geographic origins but also political and philosophical views regarding the support of the institution of slavery.\(^{21}\)

In 1810, there were 3,480 blacks enumerated in the state of Missouri (2,875 enslaved).\(^{22}\) By 1860, the number had risen to 90,040 (87,422 enslaved).\(^{23}\) Many of those formerly enslaved individuals stayed in their respective areas immediately following their emancipation. However, the United States census details that from 1900 to 1930, Tipton's population (black and white) declined from 1,337 people to 1,067 people.\(^{24}\) This decline corresponds to the Great Depression and migrations of American workers to urban areas, including the Great Migration, where blacks left the south with the hope of escaping oppression, obtaining an education, and securing a better living in northern cities.\(^{25}\) The population began to increase after 1940,\(^ {26}\) which coincides with individuals returning from World War II.

The 1870 Missouri State Superintendent's report provided that there were a total of 286 black children attending three segregated schools in Moniteau County (one in Tipton, one in what was identified as district 43, range 15, and one in California, Missouri).\(^ {27}\) A review of the census records for Tipton's black population from 1870 through 1940 reveals a relatively consistent decline in the black community over the entire period. Tipton's black community was at its height in 1870,\(^ {28}\) with 353 individuals recorded. The number of individuals in 1880\(^ {29}\) declined to 219, but in 1900\(^ {30}\) the black population
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\(^ {23}\) Ibid.


\(^ {26}\) Ibid.

\(^ {27}\) Larry Elton Fletcher, Moniteau County Schools History, 1810-1984 California, MO: [Moniteau County Historical Society], 1984, 35.


\(^ {30}\) "1900 U.S. Census, Missouri, Moniteau, Tipton" Digitized/Indexed Microfilm, n.d., United States Federal Census,
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The artifacts of the lives of Tipton's black population are minimal. Tipton has only four existing black heritage locations (Figure 3): Prairie Grove Cemetery, Prairie Grove Baptist Church, the former Missouri Industrial Home for Negro Girls, and Harrison School. Conspicuously, all of Tipton's black heritage locations and history are located north of the Missouri Pacific railroad tracks that bisect the town (Figures 1 and 3). Prairie Grove Cemetery, established in 1852, has generally been referred to as "The Colored Cemetery". The cemetery, which is approximately one mile to the northwest of Harrison School, was used to bury the enslaved blacks of Tipton, the U.S. Colored Infantry Troops of the Civil War that died from the area, and the generations of blacks that continued to live in Tipton (Figure 8). Further study is needed, but the cemetery may be National Register eligible.

Additionally, the cemetery provided a final resting place for girls that died at the Missouri Industrial Home for Negro Girls (see Figure 10). Some girls from the institution that died were buried in unmarked graves in the corner of the cemetery, which is just south of that defunct institution's location. A retrospective examination of the institution, which

36 Ibid.
operated from 1916 to 1956.\(^{37}\) delineated a misguided attempt to provide vocational training to black female teens under the era's racially biased attitudes, which kept blacks, especially black women, in subservient roles in society.\(^{38}\) It was an underfunded segregated facility with documented torturous acts that was closed in 1956.\(^{39}\) The original building is located on what is now the Missouri Department of Correction's Tipton Correctional Center (Figure 10). The property has been altered but merits further evaluation of National Register eligibility. Like many other institutions of the era, the history of the Industrial Home is tragic. However, it is worthy of further research related to social history and the treatment of African American women in institutions so their stories may be brought to light. While it is being included as a comparable resource due to its location and the race of its inhabitants (most of which were likely unwilling), its inclusion is distinct from others in this discussion. Unlike Prairie Grove Cemetery, Prairie Grove Baptist Church, and Harrison School, Tipton's African American community had little say in the institution. Those who resided in the home came from the whole of the state vs. serving the Tipton area specifically.\(^{40}\)

Prairie Grove Baptist Church, the only remaining black church in Tipton, Missouri, is located approximately 60 yards west of Harrison School on the south side of Howard Street (Figure 9). Although it was initially formed in 1866, in the area of the Prairie Grove Cemetery, it was moved to Howard Street in 1884.\(^{41}\) In 1900, a new church was constructed with a basement within 30 feet of the 1884 building. However, due to deterioration, the church was again replaced by a new building in 1973.\(^{42}\) Therefore, although the church originated before Harrison School, the building is a modern facility.

Harrison School, which has stood for 130 years, remains in the center of what little remains of Tipton's black community. The site chosen for Harrison School was across the street from what was the residence of Calvin Shackleford, "Uncle Cal's house" (see Figure 13), which was one of the first locations to teach black students (Figure 12).\(^{43}\) However, Uncle Cal's house no longer exists, and its vacant lot leaves no sign of it ever having been there.
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\(^{38}\) Ibid.

\(^{39}\) Ibid.

\(^{40}\) Ibid. (Kremer and Gibbens). According to pg. 78 of this article, 83% of the girls housed in the 1930s came from cities like St. Louis and Kansas City.


\(^{42}\) Ibid.

David Shipley, who was born in Tipton in 1925, and went to school at Harrison School from the 1930s through the early 1940, provides his recollection and description of Tipton’s black community that is a more encompassing account of the breadth and depth of that community’s history and daily life (Figure 14):44

For the most part, the slaves in this area were well trained, although there were some few exceptions. A few were sold and lost to their families. One slave was hanged in this county for killing his master. As the little towns came into existence, slaves and former slaves began to settle down close to their employment, and a real sense of community began to develop. From its very beginning, this new town, following the custom of the time, was completely divided along racial lines. The railroad tracks [Pacific Railroad] formed the line of separation. On the northeast side of town, blacks began to settle.

Although black men lived, married, and buried on one side of the tracks, they frequently worked and spent their money on the other side, or perhaps it would be good to say they work along the tracks for much of the small industry in Tipton lined the tracks. They worked in the grain elevators, the shoe factory, the packing house, the post office, and on the railroad, as well as in the homes of the citizens on the opposite side of the tracks.

In this area, there was a large grove of trees, and it was in this spot that blacks would gather for divine worship. They would come from miles around riding in wagons, on horseback, and some even walking. Here they would spread their dinners, sing, pray, and exhort one another. This spot later became the site of the original Prairie Grove Baptist Church...

For almost a hundred years, this group of [former] slaves remained on the other side of the tracks. They were a melting pot of cultures and backgrounds. There were mixed married couples; common-law families made up of blacks, Indians, and whites...

Social life was not forsaken. Blacks would put on fairs displaying their farm produce and were given prizes for the largest potato, onion, pumpkin, etc. The women would display their canning skills… Blacks had such organizations as the Knights of Tabor, The Royal Sons and Daughters of Frederick Douglass, The U.B.F., S.M.T., and the H.P.A. …Many blacks had large families and even extended families living in small homes—many even without floors. There were

no electrical services, running water, or sewage for many years. With large families and low paying jobs, raising one’s own foodstuff was essential…

There were no restaurants open to blacks. They were not even serviced in funeral homes. The bodies were prepared in their homes and brought to the church or cemetery for the burial ritual. Separate cemeteries were also used.

Despite these experiences, the black men of Tipton lived, married, and produced sons and daughters, who made many contributions to the world. They have served in all branches of the armed services and have been in such varied occupations as farming, secretarial work, meter reading construction work, garbage collection, barbering, beauty work, auto mechanics, custodial work, the ministry, real estate, social work, year work, landscape architecture, truck driving, carpentry, teaching, and federal government work…

Children were born, grew up, and still had a desire to achieve. They saw themselves as children of God who were made in his own image. Eager to learn, great sacrifices were made. The Harrison School continued to thrive, although there was great difficulty keeping good teachers with the low pay and the educational requirements.45

### Education in Tipton

The first school in Moniteau County was built in 1826.46 The concept of a free public-school education was not part of Missouri’s consciousness until 1847.47 Except for blacks, the school was a place for those that were able to afford it.48 Before 1825, it was the duty of masters with an enslaved apprentice to teach them reading, writing, and math skills.49 The Missouri legislature changed that in 1825, and a new law did not permit enslaved apprentices to learn to read, write, or learn mathematics,50 which closed one avenue for blacks to receive an education.

Before the end of the Civil War, Missouri’s educational scheme did not include blacks, and therefore the majority did not receive even primary educations. However, many enslaved blacks learned to read and write outside the formal system created by the

---
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larger society. In 1847, to attempt to ensure blacks' subjugation, Missouri law criminalized the education of blacks. It provided, "No person shall keep or teach any school for the instruction of negroes or mulattoes, in reading or writing, in this State." Creating such a law confirmed the inhumanity of slavery because it codified the fear that providing knowledge to the enslaved would almost guarantee their revolt. Frederick Douglass (renowned black statesman, orator, and himself a famous runaway from enslavement) confirmed their deepest fears. He wrote, "It had given me a view of my wretched condition, without the remedy." Although eager to have learned the skill, Douglass confided the blessing and curse that learning to read had provided him. After that, Douglass resented his enslavement and was not content until he had freed himself from its bondage.

In 1858, William Tipton Seely, who lived in Round Hill, Missouri (just outside present-day Tipton) established the town of Tipton, with an agreement from the Pacific Railroad to lay out a city. Seely donated the land for the railroad bed, and Tipton, Missouri, was born. However, at the time, Tipton's black community was enslaved and would remain so for another seven years.

Before the passage of the 13th Amendment to the United States' Constitution (December 1865), Article 9 of the Missouri State Constitution mandated the establishment of free public schools for all residents (including former slaves and their descendants) of the State between the ages of five and twenty-one. Two concepts began working at the same time in Missouri regarding the education of blacks. One idea was being operated by those who did not want anyone (especially blacks) educated at public expense. The second concept was produced by those who wanted to make the best of the opportunity for a free public education system that would include blacks.

---
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In 1865, Missouri implemented the mandate for the public education of formerly enslaved citizens, but the law did not guarantee that the school districts would comply.\textsuperscript{59} Some Missouri school districts refused to provide the number of black children in their area, and others refused to tax themselves for black students' education. In 1867, the State School Superintendent reported enforcement was not possible. Subsequently, the State added strength to the law and gave the State School Superintendent the power to establish and maintain the schools in districts that refused.\textsuperscript{60}

The 14th Amendment to the United States Constitution (1868) extended liberties and rights granted by the Bill of Rights to formerly enslaved people. With citizenship and equal rights by law, education became one of the things that blacks sought as an opportunity to advance themselves.\textsuperscript{61} While W.E.B. Du Bois (black thought-leader of the era) cautioned of the panacea of education;\textsuperscript{62} the numerous accounts of blacks traveling to other towns and renting rooms from strangers to obtain knowledge exemplifies its importance.\textsuperscript{63}

In May 1869, during his "Address Upon the Colored Schools" to the State Teachers' Association, Richard Baxter Foster, the first Principal of Lincoln Institute (Lincoln University), suggested that although the state could create schools, they had not allotted funding for black schools.\textsuperscript{64} Tipton's school district was formed in 1869, and records document that the area had difficulty locating a suitable building for its first class.\textsuperscript{65} While that school was going to be for white students only, the Tipton School District was also responsible for the education of its black population.\textsuperscript{66}

The Missouri State Superintendent of Schools, Thomas Parker, and F.A. Seely of the Freedman's Bureau utilized the services of James Milton Turner initially to look into the state of black education in Missouri, but later to enforce compliance with the laws.\textsuperscript{67} Turner had been born into slavery but had been freed by the time he was four years old.\textsuperscript{68} Turner's primary education was outside the formal system in a clandestine school in St. Louis, Missouri, and he later briefly attended Oberlin College in the 1850s.\textsuperscript{69}
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Turner began making his inspections throughout the state in October 1869 and wrote to Seely with his assessment of Tipton. He noted that while officials were willing to open a black school, they had diluted its efficacy in its staff hiring. He advised that school was being taught by an "incompetent and very ignorant Negro man as teacher." Based on Turner's pronouncements, the school boarded fired the teacher and brought in "a very good teacher," who was white to replace him.

Nineteenth-century writers are generally particular about their choice of words. Turner's description provides four critical pieces of information: 1) as it was noted that the board was "willing" to open a school, they had not as yet opened a school for black pupils; 2) a school for blacks was operating because it was stated that there was an "ignorant" man that was teaching the students; 3) the board was in charge of who taught at the school because they replaced the teacher at the school after Turner's complaints; and 4) as the School Board had the power to hire and fire, they had hired the "ignorant" teacher.

Turner was a powerhouse in seeking voting rights for blacks in Missouri and has rightly been credited with the facilitation and propagation of black education during Reconstruction in Missouri. His assessment of the school board's "willingness," the "ignorant" black teacher, and the "very good" white teacher may have been correct. However, it is unknown whether the short window of time he had to make those assessments or his methodology for making them may have swayed his decisions.

The 15th Amendment to the United States Constitution (1870) provided black males with the right to vote. While not evident at the time, the key to completing a publicly funded education for Tipton's black students would start with the right to vote. While its exact location is unknown, Tipton's records indicate that a "colored" school was built in the "west end of Tipton in 1871." While blacks were already receiving education within Tipton, it cannot be concluded that the "colored" school was created with public funds. Tipton's records are clear that the first public school building for students constructed with city funds was in 1871, and it was only for white students.

However, there is evidence that the Tipton School Board was already financially responsible for all students' education in the area. The 9 August 1872 issue of the "Tipton Weekly Advance" provided the following advertisement for teachers for both the white public school and the "colored" school:
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To Teachers,

The Board of Education of the town of Tipton desire to employ three School Teachers. The Principal, male, to receive a salary of $60 per month, assistant, female, to receive $35 per month. Term to commence on the First of September and last seven and a half months. A teacher is also wanted for the colored school, salary $35 per month. The term of the colored school commences 1 September and lasts five months.

In contrast to the way that Tipton was handling the issue of a school for blacks, around 1872, the residents of California, Missouri (about 12 miles east of Tipton) dealt with the black school issue differently. They provided black students with the old public brick schoolhouse when the city decided to build a new school building for white students. The black school became known as Humboldt School.75

On 23 August 1873, a resolution was passed by the Board of Education for Tipton. The board's declaration stated that they:

...agree and bind themselves to pay a proratto [sic] Rate, of whatever it may cost the Town of Tipton to carry on a public school of colored children, per innumeration [sic] of colored children of each Subdistrict of Said township for the Session of 1873 and 1874.76

Tipton had agreed to pay the cost of a public school for its black students beginning in the 1873 school year. The resolution is superfluous, as the 1865 Missouri Constitution and the 14th Amendment (1868) already existed.77 However, there is no evidence that they provided "whatever it may cost" to live up to that resolution for a public school, only the salaries paid to the teachers.

By 1873, five elementary schools were operating in Moniteau County, Missouri, for black students.78 Of the five, only Humboldt School (California) was acknowledged with a name. There were no secondary schools for black students.79 In the meantime, the Missouri legislature continued to make law regarding education in the state. In 1875, Missouri amended its constitution, and in Article XI provided that the free public schools
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for the education of black children would be established as separate schools. Tipton's school board still did not address the building of a public school for blacks. By 1877, the two-room white public school (constructed in 1871) had grown too small, and a new four-room public school replaced it. The new school was erected without a record of how it was funded, but it stands to reason that it would have been built with public funds like the first school built-in 1871.

In 1879, the Tipton School Board Tipton recorded enrollment figures for students in two schools (one white and one black). The enrollment was shown for the "colored" school as 95 (40 males and 55 females). The Tipton School Board was monitoring the number of black students attending school. It controlled who taught them and how much they were paid, but the board still had not provided a publicly funded school for its black children, as had been mandated by the Missouri Constitutions of 1865 or 1875. Based on school board records, this process continued for another 16 years without change.

Pressure from the state began to mount for Tipton regarding its education of black residents. In letters written on 24 April 1881, 23 May 1881, 13 July 1881, and 5 June 1882, The State of Missouri attempted to bring Tipton into compliance with the law. The July 1881 letter from the State School Board to the Tipton School Board points out that Tipton had failed to provide the state an estimate of what it would cost to maintain a school for blacks. It states, "...the presidents of the school boards of your township continue to refuse to comply with the requirements of Sec 7052, viz to meet, & make & return an estimate for the purpose of maintaining & teaching a colored school in your district..." If Tipton's School Board were maintaining the full costs of the black school, it would have had the information already available, and there would not have been a reason not to supply the details.
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However, on 21 June 1882 (16 days after the last letter to the Tipton School Board), a newspaper notice appeared and sought the sealed bids from carpenters for a 10 x 16-foot expansion of the "colored school building." While still not providing the state with the information it needed from the board and not funding the entire education of black school-aged children, Tipton appeared to provide some monetary support. As no black publicly funded school resulted from that letter, black students continued to attend the only school available. In January 1882, there were about 250 total students in the Tipton School District. Of the 250 students, 160 were in the public school, and the remainder (90) enrolled in the "colored school."

The June 1883 report of the Tipton School Board ended with a notation of "no action" concerning the "colored school." The record continued that the board wanted to make the school better for the coming year and obtain competent teachers there, as well. This notation provides two things: the school board was still in charge of and responsible for Tipton's black students' overall education, and there was allegedly a concern for the competency of the teacher(s) that provided instruction. While the latter is admirable, it has previously been discussed that the Tipton School Board was responsible for hiring the teachers, of whom an inspection had deemed incompetent. On its own, the Tipton School Board had taken no action regarding qualified teachers.

The stated concern for competent teachers falls in line with a pattern of behavior for towns to avoid creating and paying for blacks' schools. One researcher's findings put it this way:

> When the white board was approached by the Negroes who desired schools established, it asked for 'time to look into the law.' This usually took a matter of months, often resulting eventually in a delay until 'the next year'. If such stalling did not prove effective, the board could always use the excuse that it could not find a competent teacher.

Ideas about essential qualifications for Missouri's teachers were not quite as stringent as Tipton's Board made it seem. During the late 1850s, the ability to fight and win against whatever student might physically challenge the teacher to a fight was

---
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considered necessary.\(^{96}\) It is also interesting to note that most teachers had never received any specialized training during that time. It was not until 1891 that the law required them to attend an institute taught by the county superintendents, many of whom were not qualified either. The custom at the time was that black students did not learn from white teachers (generally considered more competent), and commonly only taught by black teachers (uniformly regarded as incompetent). Yet, the Tipton School Board of which James Milton Turner had described as "willing" to open a school for blacks, was continuing to take "no action" to control the quality of instruction for the students.\(^{97}\)

As a counter to the concern for qualified teachers, Lincoln Institute (Jefferson City, Missouri) began course work to train and produce well-equipped black teachers. However, training there was still was not considered a quality education.\(^{98}\) W.E.B. Du Bois noted that black colleges were "...hurriedly founded, were inadequately equipped, illogically distributed, and of varying efficiency and grade..."\(^{99}\)

During this time, the "colored school" moved from the west side of Tipton to Howard Street (the heart of the black population of Tipton).\(^{100}\) Cal Shackelford, an African Methodist Episcopal minister, opened the school in his home. This school accommodated the first through the sixth grade.\(^{101}\) While Shackelford's son, Otis Shackelford, was in grade school before Harrison School would be built, he later wrote that while growing up in Tipton, a white companion had for a time convinced him of black inferiority.\(^{102}\) Shackelford had been unable to point out any known black doctors, lawyers, bankers, or skilled laborers, which he was later able to do following his departure from Tipton.\(^{103}\) There is no indication of whether the moving of the black school was an act attributed to the town of Tipton or only something that occurred.

Tipton's white citizens believed that the next step for Tipton's educational options should include a private college.\(^{104}\) They organized The Tipton College Association, but the college idea fell through when its selected professor backed out of the contract.\(^{105}\)
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organization then turned its attention to the development of a new public high school. As a side note, they reported the "colored" school was also too small.\textsuperscript{106}

During Richard Foster's 1869 speech to the State Teacher's Association, Foster referenced the funding of black schools. He suggested that white people would not favor taxing themselves to build a school and hire equally qualified teachers.\textsuperscript{107} For Tipton, that statement was not entirely valid. Tipton's white citizens developed a methodology to benefit themselves and ultimately comply with state law. In 1888, the white citizens wanted to build a new school and used the opportunity to solicit black voters to pass a school bond levy with the idea to fund two schools.\textsuperscript{108} One school would be for the white students and one for Tipton's black students.\textsuperscript{109} James Shipley (David Shipley's older brother), who grew up under Tipton's segregated system and would later become a Tuskegee Airman (the famous World War II black fighter pilot group) recalled:

My father taught...for more than thirty years. He had told me that there had been an agreement some years back that if the black community would vote in support of the bond that would allow for a new white school in the town, then they would also build a new school for all of the local black students...and that's how it come to be.\textsuperscript{110}

The bond levy vote was initially conducted in April 1888. Because of disagreement following its passage, the school board held another election in May, where the margin of victory was higher than the prior election.\textsuperscript{111} The levy raised a total of $12,000 for Tipton's two school projects. The white public school received $10,000 for its completion, and the "colored school" received $2,000.\textsuperscript{112} No record has been located regarding the origin of this numeric difference in apportionment.

With the assistance of the black citizens' affirmative vote (males only, as women had not yet received the right to vote), the 1888 bond levy passed. In 1889, the Missouri legislature continued its practice, as affirmed by the 14th Amendment regarding maintaining separate schools for black children.\textsuperscript{113}
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Harrison School

On 2 July 1890, the Tipton School District recorded that the architect for both schools was W.F. Schrage, who was paid a total of $375 for his architecture drafting, of which $75 was for the "colored" school (Figure 6).114 The new black school opened in October 1890115 and was called Harrison School. As black schools were often named for community leaders, presidents, and abolitionists,116 the name likely came from President Benjamin Harrison, elected in 1888, the same year as Tipton's school bond levy.

As was indicated by the amount of money provided for each of Tipton's new schools, black school accommodations were not the same. Tipton's new white public school was a two-story building with a basement and a three-story tower.117 The building had three furnaces that exchanged all the air in the building every fifteen minutes.118 Each school room had noiseless self-folding seats, alabastrine blackboards, and cloak closets. The school's auditorium also could seat 500 people.119 Harrison School did not have an auditorium, and most early commencement exercises for the school were held at Ross' Opera House.120

Harrison School and Tipton High School were built contemporaneously and designed by the same architect, but Harrison School did not have the amenities or supplies of Tipton's public school. David Shipley provided additional thought about Tipton's segregated educational system.

In our local schools, divided, there was a two-room school for the blacks and a school with a dozen and a half rooms for the whites. We were given used bats and balls, used books, and often, when sent to the white school to pick up supplies, we were given used crayons and erasers...there was no library, no science material, no chemistry...you had only the basics. We did not have geometry, so [if] you went on to college, you were not qualified.121
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In his semi-autobiographical book, 122 David Shipley discussed his educational preparation for college.

In my hometown, education was lifted up before us as the Great Emancipation, but even this was only a half-truth...It was upon my return to civilian life [from his service during World War II] and entering college that I was made fully aware of what segregation and discrimination had done to me. My academic background had left me thoroughly unprepared for college. Students in my English class were discussing literature ordinarily learned in high school, which I had to bone up on at night in addition to my required college subjects.

In August 1890, the Board of Education of the Public Schools of the City of California (Missouri) remodeled and renovated Humboldt School to create more space and improve the buildings' overall condition. A well was also dug on the school grounds. The action was the culmination of something that had started in 1878 when the board thought about selling the brick schoolhouse and building a new one for its black students. However, they decided to renovate the school. 123

The 7 September 1890 issue of "Tipton Times" provided a contemporaneous notation of Harrison School's opening and of the black citizen's celebration regarding the emancipation from slavery. It reported that the large crowd of black attendees from Sedalia, Versailles, California, Jefferson City, and other neighboring towns listened to two brass bands, held a picnic at the fairgrounds, and listened to speeches. Among those that spoke, Professor Inman Page, of Lincoln Institute, mentioned Harrison School. Concerning the school, he said, "That stands as a monument to the fact that there is no prejudice in this community against the elevation of the negro race." 124

The 1891 State School Superintendent's report provided that in Moniteau County, four schools were operating for black students. Within those four schools, five teachers were instructing in five classrooms. 125 This meant that at least one of the schools was using two classrooms and two teachers. The information for Tipton notes that its black school (Harrison School) had an enrollment of 100 students (40 males and 60 females) being taught by two teachers in two classrooms. 126

---
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Mr. Marion Howard (James and David Shipley's maternal grandfather) was a well-known and respected black citizen of Tipton, who early on demonstrated a concern for students' proper education. In 1894, a potential instructor sued Howard for Howard's efforts to stop his being hired as an instructor at Harrison School. The individual had been offered and awarded the position to teach at Harrison School by the Tipton School Board, but Howard voiced the concerns of the black citizens over the appointment. The school board rescinded the offer of employment, and the individual sued Howard for slander. It is unknown if the suit was successful, but it is an indication that the black citizens were aware of and concerned about the quality of their children's educations.

In the fall of 1896, Professor Christopher Columbus (C.C.) Hubbard became the instructor at Harrison School. Professor Hubbard was a highly regarded educator, and he was listed on the 1899 and 1900 Harrison School graduation ceremony programs. Around 1900, Professor Hubbard left his position at Harrison School. He began teaching at Lincoln High School in Sedalia, Missouri, where he remained for more than 40 years. Professor Hubbard was credited with taking Lincoln from an unclassified school to a state-accredited high school and one of the most highly respected in the state. Lincoln High School was later renamed C.C. Hubbard High School.

The Supreme Court's ruling in Plessy v. Ferguson (1896) codified segregation in the United States and also applied it to education. In that decision, the court ruled that racially segregated facilities were legal, providing the facilities were equal for blacks and whites. The ruling is known as the "separate but equal doctrine." United States law maintained the doctrine for another 58 years. The Tipton School Board had been applying the doctrine's separation portion since at least 1871 and kept it until 1957.

In 1904, Tipton's white public school was accredited as a full four-year high school. In October 1915, to relieve the overcrowded condition at Harrison School, the remedy was
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to add a teacher.\textsuperscript{137} Because Harrison School only went to the eighth grade, if a student wanted to continue his or her education, they would need to enroll in schools in Kansas City, Jefferson City, Sedalia, or St. Louis, Missouri.\textsuperscript{138} Therefore, additional training was hindered, as it would mean having to secure funding and seek living arrangements in those towns.\textsuperscript{139} Sometime in July 1929, the old brick school house that became Humboldt School in California was torn down and a new Humboldt School was built to replace it.\textsuperscript{140} No photos of the old Humboldt school have been located.\textsuperscript{141} In 1931, the report of the Moniteau County Superintendent of Schools reported that Humboldt School and Harrison School were the only black schools still operating in the county, and there were only a total of 78 students between them.\textsuperscript{142} About 1933, the Tipton School Board authorized transportation for black students at Harrison School to attend Lincoln High School (the one later renamed for C.C. Hubbard), in Sedalia, Missouri (Pettis County).\textsuperscript{143}

In 1935, the Tipton School Board tore down Tipton High School and made way for a more modern high school for Tipton's white students.\textsuperscript{144} A new school bond levy for $25,000 (55\% of the new school) was put to the vote of Tipton's citizens (which included blacks), and the bond levy passed.\textsuperscript{145} The rest of the money ($17,250) was obtained with a grant from the Public Works Administration. No new school was built for Tipton's black students with the new bond levy money. Tipton's black students were still in the same building that they had been operating in since 1890 (45 years). Tipton High School was torn down and replaced with a new building because "...over-crowded classes created the need for a new building as did the unsafe condition of the schoolhouse."\textsuperscript{146} The overcrowded conditions in Harrison School had only garnered an additional teacher. The 26 August 1936 issue of the "Tipton Times" reported the following regarding the school:

\begin{quote}
The building is the last word in construction and architectural design...Drinking fountains are uniformly located in the halls. There is a stage dressing room, showers, and toilets. The study hall is 40 x 22 ½ feet; Mathematics, English, and home economics rooms are 30 x 22 ½ feet. The commerce and History
\end{quote}
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combination room is 42 x 22 ½ feet and is so arranged with a glass partition that one teacher may supervise both rooms.147

Instead of providing the black students with a new school after two new schools were built for white students during the same time, in 1936, Tipton's School Board allowed Harrison School to start a two-year high school program.148 Harrison High School was an unclassified high school, as it had not been rated.149 At the same time, California's Humboldt School was considered a third-class high school (one that provided two years of high school).150 Harrison School had a total enrollment of 50 students (38 in elementary school and 12 in high school).151 The Tipton School Board's financial record (1936 – 1937) provides the best evidence of the disparity of funding between white and black schools (see Figure 7).152

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Textbooks to pupils (white)</td>
<td>$200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textbooks to pupils (colored)</td>
<td>$99.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library &amp; educational supplies (white)</td>
<td>$856.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library &amp; educational supplies (colored)</td>
<td>$76.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insurance (white)</td>
<td>$428.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Equipment (white)</td>
<td>$2,488.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Equipment (colored)</td>
<td>$147.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No special allotment of money was allocated for Harrison's newly sanctioned high school program, and no money was allotted for insurance for Harrison School. James Shipley recalled, "Our school just didn't have the money the other [white] school had, and we had to make do with a lot less. I remember that my dad had to teach the girls how to sew, and my mom's parents were the janitors for the school." In 1938, seven students graduated in Harrison High School's first graduation class, including Miriam Shipley154 (James and David Shipley's older sister). Humboldt School did not have enough students to obtain state aid to pay a teacher, so the students were transported to Jefferson City, Missouri to attend high school.155
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150 Ibid, 35.
151 Ibid.
In 1940, Moniteau County had six elementary schools for whites located in high school districts and two elementary schools for blacks (Humboldt School and Harrison School) within high school districts. Harrison School had half of the 46 black elementary students recorded in the county and all of the 14 black high school students. Tipton High School was one of six high schools rated as a first-class high school in Moniteau County. In contrast, there was only one high school for blacks in the county, Harrison's High School, and by then it had been rated as a third-class high school. The reason for its rating was because it only offered two years of high school.\footnote{156}{Fletcher, Moniteau County, 1984, 88.}

David Shipley provides a memory of how a first-class high school and a third-class high school differ socially, culturally, and educationally in the early 1940s.

> During our annual district basketball championship game, it rained so hard that the outdoor court could no longer be used for our game with a team that was there from out of town to play. The white school superintendent was contacted, and we were permitted to use the gymnasium of the school for the whites. We were told, however, that we could not walk across the floor with our shoes, so stocking feet had to be the dress of the evening. For the first time ever in our town, the blacks played ball on a basketball court with a beautiful pine floor – no black dirt, no clay, no rough cinders. We were all eyes – large spectator section, inside restrooms and changing room, electric lights. It didn't happen again, but that one time was raising our vision for higher things.\footnote{157}{David O. Shipley, Neither Black nor White, 1971, 78; David O. Shipley, Manuscript Marietta, GA, n.d., Writings of Rev. David O. Shipley, Sr., Shipley Family Collection.}

In 1948, Tipton's School Board discontinued Harrison's high school, and the school resumed its practice of busing students to Sedalia.\footnote{158}{Knipp, History, 2008, 243.} The school operated this way until 1953. That year Tipton's black student population no longer had enough high school aged students.\footnote{159}{Knipp, Tipton, 1976, 88; Knipp, History, 2008, 243.} Missouri law required a certain number of students to be eligible for state financial assistance.\footnote{160}{Brigham, “Education,” 141.}

As part of a consolidation move for rural districts, a vote was held in July 1953 to have one school district (The Reorganized School District R-VI of Moniteau County).\footnote{161}{Knipp, History, 2008, 233.} This new school district had used the elementary school and the high school in Tipton, and
other elementary schools in Fortuna and Syracuse, Missouri. However, Harrison School continued to serve Tipton’s black elementary school students.162

In 1954, the Supreme Court acknowledged in its ruling in Brown v. Topeka Board of Education that although separate, black schools were not equal to their white counterpart schools.163 Harrison School had 17 students in first – eighth grade classes.164 Tipton’s black high school students, who had been bused to C.C. Hubbard High School in Sedalia, Missouri, began to attend Tipton High School in the fall of 1954.165 Humboldt School in California, Missouri was closed after the 1953-1954 school year and its eight black students were sent to the California public schools.166 In 1957, Harrison School was closed, and Tipton public schools absorbed Harrison’s remaining students in the 1957-1958 school year.167 Harrison School was the last black school operating in Moniteau County. At that time, Galveston Shipley (Miriam, James, and David Shipley’s father) was the Principal of Harrison School (see Figure 16).168

Harrison School’s Principal

In order to provide a more in-depth understanding about daily affairs of the school in addition to the life of a black citizen of Tipton during the period, the following subsection provides a brief discussion of one of Harrison School’s leaders. Galveston Shipley grew up in Tipton, was educated at Harrison School, worked at the school, and eventually came to lead it. Born in 1892, Galveston Shipley began his educational journey at six years old at Harrison School, where he attended grade school (Figure 12), one year of high school, and was also employed as a janitor at Harrison School.169 He noted that his parents had the equivalent of a fifth-grade education and could not help him with his studies.170 Galveston’s mother was born enslaved in 1861, and his father had been born in 1868. There has been no record located regarding where or how they achieved their educations. Galveston did; however, provide information about his educational upbringing.

162 Ibid., 243.
164 “1954, Missouri Annual Reports of Public Schools,” 186.
166 Fletcher, Moniteau County, 1984, 135.
167 Ibid.
168 Ibid.
170 Ibid.
After I finished the eighth grade, the parents of the community asked the school board to add the ninth grade. While others enrolled in a regular four-year high school elsewhere, because of a lack of finances, I was one of the few pupils to remain for the ninth grade there. After the ninth grade, I worked a year. Then my teacher, Miss V. Willene Jackson, upon getting my parents’ consent, gave me an opportunity to work for her parents and go to George R. Smith College in Sedalia.171

About 1922, Tipton’s School Board hired Galveston Shipley, as an instructor, but there was a concern (it is unknown if the interest was from the school board or the black citizens) about a “hometown boy” as the teacher, and he stopped teaching for a few years.172 Around 1925, at the request of the school board, Galveston Shipley returned to work at Harrison School and did so for 32 consecutive years (Figures 14-16).173 Galveston Shipley recognized the need for more training. As a means of developing himself and his students, he took summer correspondence courses from Lincoln University and the University of Missouri (which had not begun to accept black students on its campus).174 In 1936, Galveston Shipley served as 2nd Vice President of the Central Missouri Association of Negro Teachers.175 During the era of teacher examinations, Galveston Shipley was generally counted among the top ten. Galveston’s son, James Shipley, recalled that his father would get up early and walk to California, Missouri (12 miles from Tipton), take his examinations, and be on his way back before the others had even gotten to the location.176

During his tenure, Galveston Shipley implemented "...Negro History Week observances athletics, and health education, and vocational work as extra-curriculum activities," and recalled his ideas about his part in the education of the community.177

I was always eager for my people to get all that the other races got. For so long, our state laws held back teachers and pupils alike in Negro schools. Separate but equal was only a slogan, not a reality; but I took the scraps, the hand-me-down books, and other segregation practices and tried to build up a respect for

171 Ibid.
172 Ibid, 4.
173 Ibid.
177 Galveston Shipley, Light, 1968, 4, 11.
law and order, self-reliance, the use of what was at hand while we hoped and worked for a brighter day.\textsuperscript{178}

Galveston Shipley recorded that his starting salary as a teacher ($40 per month) was equal to his father's, the janitor at Tipton High School.\textsuperscript{179} To augment his salary, Galveston Shipley did garden and lawn work for a select clientele in town.\textsuperscript{180} James Shipley provided his perspective.

My dad didn't get a salary from the school in the summer, so he had to take on other jobs like cutting grass and odd jobs around town to help supplement our income; all of this was in between his taking college courses as well. There was a lot of times that we didn't see him too much during the summer months.\textsuperscript{181}

Brigham noted similar constants with black teachers.\textsuperscript{182} Although the profession was viewed as a way up the social ladder, black teacher salaries were meager, which meant that they would resort to supplemental jobs during their off months.\textsuperscript{183}

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

From 1890 until 1957, Harrison School operated as the only school that black students in Tipton could attend, and when it closed, it was the last school for African Americans operating in Moniteau County, Missouri.\textsuperscript{184} In 1936, it offered a two-year high school program. Prior to this, students would have to travel using their own funding to receive upper-level education at a handful of other cities in the state, which was often cost-prohibitive. It is the only extant black property from the 19\textsuperscript{th} century and one of only four non-residential black resources in Tipton. Although the architect was not black, Harrison School was built and operated by African Americans. Black voters helped in its creation and since then every aspect from teaching to janitorial duties were coordinated by the local black community. Harrison School’s success was dependent on this support given the lack of financial aid and resources from local government officials. Although some alterations have taken place, the property is able to convey its educational and cultural importance to the community.

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{178} Ibid, 11.  
\textsuperscript{179} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{180} Ibid, 34.  
\textsuperscript{181} Amick, \textit{Together}, 2017, 23.  
\textsuperscript{182} Brigham, “Education,” 1946, 45-46.  
\textsuperscript{183} Ibid.  
\textsuperscript{184} Fletcher, \textit{Moniteau County}, 1984, 148.}
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Verbal Boundary Description

The West 50' of Lot 257 and east 10' of Lot 258, Township 25 – R17.\textsuperscript{185}

Boundary Justification

The boundaries of the nominated property are the parcels of land historically associated with Harrison School.

\textsuperscript{185} Moniteau County, Missouri Recorder of Deeds Office.
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Figure 1: Harrison School Locational Map
Source: Google Maps, accessed September 25, 2020
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**Figure 2: Harrison School Site Map**
235 East Howard Street, Tipton, Moniteau County, Missouri
Latitude 38.658542 Longitude -92.775253
Source: Google Maps, Accessed September 25, 2020
Figure 3. Extant African American Resources in Tipton

The black line is the rough boundary of the historic African American neighborhood, which is bounded to the North by Adair Street, to the east by North Auglaize Avenue, to the west by Stockett Place, and to the south by Moniteau Street.

Map Created in Google Earth
Figure 4. Photo Map, Main Level of Harrison School
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Figure 5. Photo Map, Basement of Harrison School
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Figure 6. Tipton School District Ledger Book (1890)
Source: Moniteau County Historical Society
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Figure 7. School District Financial Statement
Source: Tipton Historical Society
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Figure 8. Prairie Grove Cemetery (2020): Source: Shipley Family Collection

Figure 9. Prairie Grove Baptist Church
The left photo was taken c. 1958. Right Photo date unknown.
Source: "Prairie Grove Baptist Church - Tipton," Moniteau.Net, accessed 29 August 2020,
https://www.moniteau.net/church/baptist/prairiegrove/prairiegrove.htm
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**Figure 10. Former Missouri Industrial Home for Negro Girls:** Now part of the Missouri State Correctional Center at Tipton  
Photo taken by Michelle Diedriech, August 2020

**Figure 11. Harrison School Building (c. 1900).** Source: Shipley Family Collection.
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Figure 12. Harrison School Class Photograph (c 1902)

Galveston Shipley seated on the first row.

Source: Shipley Family Collection
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Figure 13. Community Children

The photograph was taken in 1928, diagonally across the street (facing east) from Harrison School. In the background, the picture shows the front porch of Harrison School and directly behind the group of people, the roof and west side of what was "Uncle Cal's" house. James Shipley is standing on the left side of the group, and David Shipley is standing on the right side.

Source: Shipley Family Collection.
Figure 14. Harrison School Class Photograph (c. 1930s)

Rosalind Shipley (front, fourth from left), David Shipley (third row, third from right), James Shipley (third row, first person), and Galveston Shipley (standing on right).

Source: Shipley Family Collection
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Figure 15. Harrison School Class Photograph (c. 1942)

Galveston Shipley (back row, far right).

Source: Shipley Family Collection
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**Figure 16. Harrison School Class Photograph (c. 1950s)**

Galveston Shipley (back row, center). Kenneth Shipley (grandson of Galveston Shipley, first row, first-person) and Leland Shipley (son of Galveston Shipley, first row, fourth person from left).

Source: Shipley Family Collection
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Figure 17: Harrison School Setting Photograph
Photo taken by Michelle Diedriech, August 2020
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Figure 18: Window Details
Top: Window detail from primary (south) elevation
Bottom Left: Window hood detail from east elevation
Bottom Right: Brick arch basement window detail from north elevation